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A recent article suggested that Cape Town has become Africa’s start-up

innovation hub. While I attended Money2020 in Las Vegas in October though I

found that few people had even heard of Cape Town, let alone its innovative

accolades. The truth is the event was heavily dominated by businesses from the

USA, and it became apparent while I was there that there is a low understanding

of Africa as a whole and the financial innovation that we are driving.

So for me Money2020 was validation that the innovation in Africa is nothing

short of phenomenal. Africa is driving step change innovation, often leap frogging

traditional models of the finance world, with developed countries driving small

changes, mostly marketing / positioning rather than real product or process

innovation.

So who are these African innovators, and who are the cool start-ups in Cape Town

that people are referring to? I can only comment on the “Fintech” players of sorts.

They take many forms from many backgrounds, but they share one common

theme – they want to change the world and to offer people products of real value

that they otherwise would not have access to if left to the traditional providers.

Before I list them, it is important to acknowledge that Africa has an abundance of
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great financial innovators in Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda and more. We all know

about the success of Mobile Money in East Africa, and BitPesa saw an

opportunity to give the 76 million active mobile money customers in SSA the

ability to breakout from the closed loop domestic remittance systems onto the

world stage, meaning they can buy bitcoin seamlessly from anywhere with no

bank account, and being able to receive money from their diaspora in the Europe

or USA all onto their phone, for example. In addition the team is young, smart

and seriously impressive.

Another really cool business (that I wish I had thought of) is MKopa Solar who

have built a pay-as-you-go solar technology / solution that offers consumers in

Kenya and Uganda clean solar power as an alternative to the popular, and

dangerous, kerosene. The solar power access is paid for through Mobile Money

remotely as and when needed, with a GSM sim card embedded in the unique

solar device to unlock the clean electricity. The greatest part is that after a year

the device is paid off, and future electricity is free, giving the customer safe

electricity with money back in their pocket. Smart, social and relevant.

There are quite a few of these great businesses, but that’s for another time. Back

to Cape Town for now.

Is it really a start-up / innovation hub for Africa? Aside from JUMO, with a tech

hub in Cape Town, here are the guys (some have been around a few years now)

that I think are worth mentioning who are head and shoulders ahead of the

finance “innovators” I met in Las Vegas recently (in no particular order):

1. YOCO. SA has enormous credit and debit card penetration, yet few SME’s

support card acceptance. The new kids on the block are nailing it, with this

Cape Town based crowd delivering relevant utility and beautiful design with

their recently launched POS devices for SME’s, especially in the hospitality

space. I personally see these guys going global with this “Square of Africa”.

The device is smart enough to take all kinds of payments too, open to work in

the future with NFC, Mobile Money and more for small businesses. In

addition the spin-off value added future products are unlimited for these

guys to ensure they remain more relevant to SME’s than the banks in coming

years. Great guys with a great product. Banks step aside.

1. Nomanini are controversial, not as people or a product, but because they

believe in cash when the smart money seems to be talking about digital

money, but when you listen to them you will begin to agree. Cash is king in

emerging markets, and will continue to be in many countries. These guys

have created a business in a box, offering individuals in emerging markets

the opportunity to start or add to a business selling vouchers, airtime,

electricity and more. The cool web interface allows companies to manage

https://www.bitpesa.co/
http://www.m-kopa.com/
https://www.jumo.world/
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http://www.nomanini.co.za/


their agents from afar too, in real-time. The design is robust and relevant for

the markets they want to play in, and the empowerment of individuals will

take them a long way into the future.

1. RainFin. Lending Club is known around the world as the largest online

lending platform. Right here in Cape Town we have RainFin (OK, some

people say Somerset West is not Cape Town… ). They launched a few months

ago with funding from a local bank, but they run autonomously. Essentially

they crowd fund for individuals, SME’s and corporates, through a very slick

online platform developed in Cape Town. The power of this model is that it

challenges the status quo for all of us when it comes to credit – opening up

opportunity for those who need money, and those who have it. Watch this

space too for their alternative data scoring…

1. WiGroup. Mobile Money has not succeeded in South Africa as anticipated. I

know the banks have been processing mobile transactions for years, but I am

referring to non-bank account driven mobile money. This did not stop

WiGroup though from launching a retail acceptance aggregation layer for

large retailers. This Cape Town based operation has been flying in the last

few years. It’s a scale operation now, with a recent sizeable investment by

Investec, which is always a real accolade for a business playing in the SA

market. They apparently have +-55,000 acceptance lanes across SA

processing over R4 billion in transactions in the last couple of years. Their

platform is integrated in POS systems in many retailers to process mobile

money, loyalty points and offer digital coupons. Remarkable retail indeed.

1. Prodigy Finance. Education is one of the most important pillars in any

country, but access to funding is not so easy. Prodigy is a sensational

business giving access to finance for students across the globe to attend the

best business schools. The team has developed a smart funding platform and

an advanced risk assessment model based on a prospective students

projected future earning potential rather than their current income. The

result is unbelievable, with well over US $100 million having been given to

smart people from all over the world to attend first class business schools

across the USA, Europe and more to further their education. This is one to

watch on the global stage, and another one I wish I had thought of.

1. Zoona. In emerging markets cash is expensive. Everyday people need to get

money across large distances safely and quickly. Zoona runs a platform to

offer customers convenient over-the-counter domestic money transfers in a

few sub Saharan countries, with the difference being their focus on the agent

as their customer, rather than the end user. This has ensured the product has

the needed incentive to drive the distribution network, which then drives the

end user adoption at scale. It may seem counter intuitive that this model

would work in countries with MNO led mobile money services, but it is the

focus on agent centric products, processes and incentives that sets these guys
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apart. Add a dynamic and fun team who believe in what they are doing and

you have a winning formula. Add more products soon to empower the agent

even more and then I think we will see something even more remarkable.

1. Retail Capital. Businesses around the world have one common problem –

access to working capital. Banks do loan money to businesses, but they are

too slow and inflexible to cater for the reality of doing business in a fast paced

environment. Retail Capital turned business finance on its head a few years

ago, offering Kabbage-esque funding based on a businesses projected future

turnover rather than historical repayment history. These guys realised

businesses want something fast and flexible, so funding is designed to be

unsecured, available in 24 hours, and repayment is linked to turnover, so no

fixed repayment amounts, meaning the business pays when customers pay.

Talk about aligned. 

So why have some of these Cape Town based businesses been able to launch and

compete across many countries across the globe? I think it comes down to people

who choose to live in Cape Town first, and then to find cool things to do, rather

than move to a city for a salary first, and then choose a lifestyle based on that

salary second. People in Cape Town have a work-life balance that delivers a

superior work quality as a result. They are proud of the work they do, not their

salaries, and there seems to be a more collaborative environment in comparison

to the other cities I have spent time in. A former boss once told me that “a

problem shared is a problem halved”, and this collaborative approach in the

Mother City seems to be delivering great results from this shared thinking.

If you think I missed anyone off this list then let me know. I have been lucky

enough to meet the teams from all the companies I have mentioned, so this is

based purely on my personal read of this space. There could well be some great

businesses that I simply have not heard of or met yet in the Fintech arena in Cape

Town. If you are one of them then let’s have a coffee, or something stronger (I

stole that line from you Keet Van Zyl).
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